Vehicle Power Distribution
THE COMPACT KISSLING SOLUTION
KISSLING POWER DISTRIBUTION

Kissling has expanded its offerings in the area of power distribution. Thanks to our new developments in power distribution units, we are now capable of a broad range of solutions from individual components to complete power distribution boxes while guaranteeing Kissling quality at every level of system design. We now offer a complete product portfolio for high current power distribution systems up to 500A continuous current. The unique Kissling Flex-Fix technology also allows solderless press-fit connections between components and the high-power PCB to be extended to components that may have to occasionally be replaced or removed from the PCB. The high-power PCB boards, like all Kissling products, are designed to operate in robust environments.
Printed circuit board-Projekte for ...

- Work trucks
- off-road vehicles
- construction equipment
- agricultural vehicles
- Marine
- aviation equipment

Advantages:

- reduced costs
- reduced assembly time
- reduced complexity
- fewer partnumbers to manage
- increased reliability due to fewer failure points
- Press-Fit technology and bus bar solutions available (solderless high-current connections)
- individual customer design
- reduced space requirements
- easier access for replacement parts
- reduced weight
KISSLING INTERNATIONAL

Kissling offers a world wide service and distribution network. In addition to the locations in Germany, Switzerland and in the USA, there are further distribution partners in Europe, North America, Asia and Africa.

You can find your nearest point of contact on our website www.kissling.de